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Abstract
Sri Chinmoy (1931–2007) has written extensively on the concrete details of contemplative
practice as well as its purpose in the wider context of yoga as a system of spiritual
disciplines leading to God-realization. The paper summarizes his teachings with an
emphasis on how contemplative practice is done and how it works in attaining its
goals. Sri Chinmoy distinguishes between concentration, meditation and contemplation
(the last a term he reserves for highly advanced practice). While not offering a single
“technique” but rather a toolbox of many techniques from which the practitioner can
choose, he commends a particular basic approach or method while always recognizing
the validity of other approaches. On the path of love, devotion and surrender, Sri
Chinmoy emphasizes a focus on the heart and cultivation of aspiration, an inner cry
for self-transcendence. In actual practice, this approach attenuates the ego and
eventually brings illumination into a person’s entire consciousness. The paper explains
how this process relates to samādhi, which is described, and the difference between
samādhi and realization. The paper also touches on the relation between meditation
and action and the further goal, beyond God-realization, of “God-manifestation” or
integral transformation of the individual, human society and the evolving cosmos.
Keywords: Aurobindo, Chinmoy, Contemplation, Contemplative practice, Godrealization, Heart, Panentheism, Ramakrishna, Samādhi, Spirituality, Vivekananda, Yoga

Introduction
Sri Chinmoy declares,
In this world there is only one thing worth having, and that is illumination… The
highest illumination is God-realisation. This illumination must take place not only
in the soul, but also in the heart, mind, vital and body. God-realisation is a conscious,
complete and perfect union with God.1
Sri Chinmoy understands God to be the infinite Source and Ground of all that exists,
which is both personal and impersonal and also dwells in each being as its true self;
the Supreme is both transcendent and immanent. Indeed, Sri Chinmoy often speaks of
“God the Creator” and “God the creation,”2 affirming that,
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The purpose of life is to realise the highest Truth, to reveal the highest Truth,
and to manifest the highest Truth. Our earthly existence is the opportunity to
grow and develop both within and without. Inwardly, we grow in our realisation
of Truth, and outwardly we grow into the manifestation of our realisation.3
This growing – the process of realization, revelation and manifestation – is yoga,
according to Sri Chinmoy.
What is Yoga? Yoga is the language of God. If we wish to speak to God, we have
to learn His language… If we wish to see through God’s Eye and feel through His
Heart, if we wish to live in God’s Dream and know God’s Reality, if we wish to
possess the Breath of God, and finally if we wish to become God Himself, Yoga will
beckon us.4
Born Chinmoy Kumar Ghose in 1931 in the village of Shakpura in Chittagong, East
Bengal, Sri Chinmoy was the youngest of seven children in a prosperous and welleducated Kāyastha family.5 He was himself beckoned to the spiritual life at an early
age, and years later recalled, “I have known intuitively, since my early childhood, that
there is a deeper Self within me.”6 His parents, Shashi Kumar Ghose and his wife
Yogamaya, were orthodox Hindus, observing annual festivals and other customs and
practices in a traditional manner. Each of the child’s parents and older siblings was
engaged in the practice of prayer and meditation, and in this setting his own spirituality was formed and nourished. The oldest child in the family, Hriday Ranjan, at 21
became a disciple of Sri Aurobindo and the Mother, Mirra Alfassa, leaving home to
join their Ashram in Pondicherry when his youngest brother was still an infant. The
whole family soon became disciples of Sri Aurobindo and the Mother, and made the
journey from Chittagong to Pondicherry several times. Chinmoy’s childhood was a
deeply happy one, spent roaming the countryside and exploring the city of Chittagong, where his father worked, when he was not in school or in the bosom of his
family.
This idyllic time came to an end when Chinmoy was eleven. Shashi Kumar died
late in 1942 and Yogamaya passed away a year later. In April 1942 on the western
front of World War II Asia, Burma had fallen to Japanese forces, which then
began to bomb Chittagong and the Bay of Bengal. Severe food shortage developed,
leading to famine throughout Bengal in 1943.7 Under these drastic circumstances,
the Mother of the Sri Aurobindo Ashram changed the policy that did not allow
children to become residents. With those of his brothers and sisters not already
there, Chinmoy joined the Ashram in July 1944, just before his thirteenth birthday.
His six brothers and sisters remained there for the rest of their lives and none ever
married. They were a close-knit family of spiritual practitioners.
Upon his arrival in the Ashram, the young Chinmoy plunged into the practice of
meditation. As he has recounted, at once there took place a great opening of his
inner life, with a flood of spiritual experiences that rapidly increased in height and
depth, culminating in samādhi and God-union. Some of these early experiences are
recorded in his autobiographical writings and in poems such as The Absolute, the
first lines of which are:
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No mind, no form, I only exist;
Now ceased all will and thought.
The final end of Nature’s dance,
I am It whom I have sought.8
In his 14th year, by his own account, he became fully conscious of the spiritual
realization attained in his previous lives, saying that, “it was just like turning the pages
of a book that I had already devoured.”9 In the years that followed he would expand
and solidify this realization, meditating many hours a day. At the same time he continued his studies, excelled in athletics, and wrote poetry and prose. For 8 years he was
the secretary of the well-known Bengali man of letters, Nolini Kanta Gupta, who had
been one of Sri Aurobindo’s first disciples and was Secretary of the Ashram.10 During
this time he translated dozens of Nolini’s essays and articles from Bengali into
English.11 After 20 years at the Ashram, Chinmoy travelled to New York in 1964,
answering an inner call to share his knowledge with spiritual seekers in the West and
later throughout the world.
For more than 40 years until his passing in 2007 he gave talks, wrote, composed
and performed music, created innovative sports programs, and engaged in dialogue
with people from all walks of life while teaching a growing community of disciples.
Beginning in 1970 he led meditations for peace at United Nations headquarters in
New York12 and was a strong supporter of the interfaith movement.13 He became
known as an advocate of peace and the exponent of a dynamic spirituality of
transformation accepting all areas of human endeavor as venues of spirituality. His
teachings on contemplative practice are founded on his own inner experience and
articulated in his distinctive poetic and philosophical voice. He draws from the works
of his teacher Sri Aurobindo, and also from Sri Ramakrishna and Swami Vivekānanda,
with whom his family felt a strong connection and whose influence also permeated
the life of the Ashram.14 Sri Chinmoy powerfully affirms the worldview of these
immediate forebears, and like them he looks to the Upaniṣads and the Bhagavad Gītā
as fountainheads of Indian tradition.15 Allowing for differences of style and
vocabulary, as well as areas of special focus, we may say that this shared worldview includes the following features: a concept of the Divine as a plentitude of being having
many aspects – with form and formless, personal and impersonal, and both within
and beyond the world16; pluralism of the yogas or spiritual paths, each of which is a
valid approach to realization; acceptance of evolution as a cosmic progress which unfolds aspiring consciousness from within matter, taking yoga to be part of this progress; and acceptance of the manifested world and the necessity of service to others,
working to transform not only the individual but society at large. This is, needless to
say, the briefest outline of an exceedingly rich and nuanced subject, but provides
some general context for what follows. The exposition of contemplative practice given
here is based on Sri Chinmoy’s extensive writings and is aided in understanding by
my own observation and practice under his guidance as his student since 1971.17

Basic elements of contemplative practice
The diverse traditions of yoga include concentration, meditation, prayer, and mantra
repetition along with other disciplines that support these contemplative practices.
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Sri Chinmoy prioritizes meditation but does not recommend any particular technique, and in fact hardly ever uses the term “technique.” On one occasion he
transposed the word into a context far beyond its usual one, saying, “Our technique is the practice of conscious surrender to God’s Will, divine love for God,
and constant self-dedication to the Supreme within us. This is the technique which
my disciples follow.”18 He nonetheless explained a good many specific procedures
and exercises for meditation, which comprise a toolbox of techniques from which
the practitioner can choose (his students have collected many of these in a book
called 101 Meditation Techniques from the Writings of Sri Chinmoy19).
In addition to regularity, there are certain basic practices that are necessary for everyone if meditation is to be effective, such as keeping the spine straight, breathing slowly
and regularly, having a regular time to meditate early in the morning, and if possible,
setting apart a special sacred space used only for meditation. Sri Chinmoy also recommends meditation with the eyes half open to prevent drowsiness and to maintain a
connection with the outer world.20 Beyond this, however, each practitioner learns over
time through personal experience and from inner guidance what works best for her or
him. Sri Chinmoy says,
Each person has his own way of meditating. What actually happens is that
sometimes an individual gets from within himself a kind of meditation.
An inner being comes forward and tells the individual to pray or meditate
in this or that way, that this or that will help…When you have a teacher,
you are extremely lucky, especially if the teacher is a genuine one. If you
don’t have a teacher, but you have genuine aspiration, God within you will
tell you the correct meditation.21
The real inner voice that gives true guidance can be recognized because it brings
“a feeling of inner joy or peace, where there are no questions or problems or
doubts.”22 While stating that a qualified teacher can be of enormous help to the
aspirant, Sri Chinmoy at the same time insistently maintains throughout his writings that
ultimately the real Guru, for everyone, is the Supreme.

Concentration and meditation
Sri Chinmoy speaks of three stages of contemplative practice: concentration, meditation, and contemplation.23 While lower stages of meditation may admit some kinds of
thought, namely thoughts that help one progress spiritually, in the higher levels of
meditation there is no thought at all. The ordinary or unillumined “physical mind,” the
mind enmeshed in and governed by experience of the physical world, is by nature
limited, limiting, and divisive. It has its appropriate and necessary functions, but is incapable of attaining higher or deeper levels of consciousness (here I bracket discussion
of the spatial-ontological language of “higher” and “deeper”).24 Thus the mind must be
controlled, eventually silenced and become obedient to the heart, which plays a central
role in Sri Chinmoy’s teachings. Concentration, the achievement of a one-pointed
awareness, is therefore the prerequisite of meditation practice, especially in the initial
stages. He describes concentration as follows:
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Concentration is the surest way to reach our goal, whether the goal is God-realisation
or merely the fulfillment of human desires. A real aspirant sooner or later acquires the
power of concentration either through the Grace of God, through constant practice or
his own aspiration.
When we concentrate, we are like a bullet entering into something or we are like a
magnet pulling the object of concentration toward us. At that time we do not allow
any thought to enter our mind, whether it is divine or undivine, earthly or heavenly,
good or bad. In concentration the entire mind has to be focused on a particular
object or subject.25
Simple concentration exercises might be focusing on a candle flame, one’s fingertip,
or a word which is repeated. Sri Chinmoy advises, “When you want to practice concentration, you should choose something that gives you immediate joy.”26 Activities requiring practice, discipline and focused attention, such as musical performance or athletics,
can also help develop concentration.
When the mind has been quieted to some extent, meditation proper becomes possible. In meditation consciousness is enlarged and identification with the object of one’s
meditation is developed. Sri Chinmoy explains:
When we concentrate, we focus our attention on one particular thing…But when
we meditate, we feel we have the capacity deep within us to see many things,
deal with many things and welcome many things all at the same time. When we
meditate, we try to expand ourselves, like a bird spreading its wings. We try to
expand our finite consciousness and enter into the universal Consciousness
where there is no fear, jealousy or doubt but only joy, peace and divine power.
Meditation means our conscious growth into the Infinite. When we meditate,
what we actually do is to enter into a vacant, calm, silent mind and allow
ourselves to be nourished by Infinity itself. When we are in meditation,
we only want to commune with God.27
Intention is at the core of meditation practice. Why am I meditating? And what am I
meditating on? The highest goal of yoga is God-realization and for all who aspire to this
goal, yoga or “the spiritual life” as Sri Chinmoy calls it, is a process of transformation.
For Sri Chinmoy, this transformation calls for an ongoing cultivation of positive
qualities such as peace, light, joy, and love, as well as the purification of negative
qualities which are their opposites. Within this process, each aspirant develops his or
her own unique way of meditation suited to his or her disposition and circumstances,
as already mentioned. Accordingly the individual practitioner must discern what qualities he or she needs to cultivate at a given moment as well as in the long run, and
meditate on these qualities. Thus in Sri Chinmoy’s instructions for meditation, imagination and invocation related to the practitioner’s intention and need are continually
mentioned. Imagination is an important power of thought that can and should be
employed in yoga. Sri Chinmoy says, “Imagination is not / A whim of the mind. /
It is a reality in its own right.”28 One can use imagination to access a sought-for
reality in the many realms of consciousness. Thus in describing meditation
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procedures Sri Chinmoy very often says, “try to feel that…,” encouraging students
to invoke a certain image and experience, and through “feeling” to identify with
and assimilate a particular quality found there.
To give a few examples from the many meditation procedures Sri Chinmoy has offered, here is a simple meditation on peace. One should try to feel that as one breathes
out, one is breathing out all of one’s stress, worry, and frustration. Then one should try
to feel, as one breathes in, that one is breathing in peace (a good meditation at the end
of a working day). If one feels tired, Sri Chinmoy suggests, “Imagine a blue-green forest
or field, and feel that you are walking through it. Then, no matter how tired you are,
you will feel energized” (in a more elaborate meditation to overcome fatigue one imagines breathing in cosmic energy through the eyes, ears, forehead and other parts of
the body).29 These meditations, along with many more, engage the individual’s imagination to increase positive or “divine” qualities and to evoke the more advanced
experiences towards which contemplative practice is aiming.

Prayer and mantra
Sri Chinmoy often speaks of “prayer and meditation” together in one phrase indicating
that they are joint practices and observes that many saints have realized God solely
through prayer.30 This naturally does not mean petitionary prayer for the fulfillment of
ordinary desires, but prayer for those things that will expedite spiritual progress. “If we
want to differentiate between prayer and meditation,” Sri Chinmoy says, “prayer is the
conscious ascent of the human consciousness and meditation is an invitation to the
Infinite or an offering to the Infinite.”31 A special kind of prayer may appear spontaneously in very high states of meditation when the mind is totally silent and
“light itself automatically forms its own thoughts and ideas,” which may even be
without words.32
Sri Chinmoy has composed hundreds of prayers and upholds the indispensable role
of prayer. He often says that the highest prayer is that of Jesus, “Thy Will be done.”
Rather than requesting something for oneself or others, one asks that God’s Will be
done in God’s own way. At the core of Sri Chinmoy’s philosophy is surrender, and until
one unites one’s own will with God’s Will in surrender, there is neither complete oneness nor the fullness of peace. In an early talk he says, “If we can surrender in absolute
silence, we shall ourselves become the Reality of the Real, the Life of the Living, the
Centre of true Love, Peace and Bliss. We shall become an incomparable blessing to
ourselves.”33 He comments that while “Everything about love, devotion and surrender
is written in the Bhagavad Gita,” these norms are found in many traditions.34 One
might even aver that cross-culturally, in theistic spiritualities that speak of love, surrender or self-offering is likely to assume a prominent place.
How then to know what God’s Will is? On one occasion Sri Chinmoy offered a detailed meditation when asked how to make correct decisions based on inner guidance.
If you want to make the correct decision, you have to meditate most soulfully
for at least ten minutes. During this time, you must not have any thought –
good or bad. The mind has to be completely empty. After meditating for about
ten minutes, you will bring tremendous will-power from the third eye.
Then you will try to uncover your heart chakra. If you feel that there is
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something covering your heart chakra like a lid, you will just uncover it.
Once you uncover the heart chakra, you will receive a whisper. That whisper
will come in the form of light or in your own language. It will not form a
sentence – only one word. The light will be connected with your vision-eye
[the third eye] and the connection will be there inside the heart. There we
do not form sentences. But from that one syllable or one word you will be
able to correctly get the message and that will be your final and infallible decision.35
Here one sees again the phenomenon of meaning appearing from the midst of
silence, as in the case of the special kind of prayer previously mentioned. Given the
great importance of discerning God’s Will along with the challenge of doing so in
everyday life, Sri Chinmoy has discussed different approaches to the question of
knowing the divine Will. In general, it is needful to pray regularly to do God’s Will,
which brings us back to prayer and its importance. One should also attend to the messages of the heart rather than those of the mind, as will be explained further below, and
again, a qualified teacher can help significantly. Meditation differs from prayer because
rather than asking for anything, one throws oneself into a sea, as it were, of divine
qualities where any and all of one’s needs can be fulfilled. One enters into a larger
reality or invites it to enter into one’s own being.
Concerning mantra, Sri Chinmoy observes that each mantra has a particular effect,
and thus the use of mantra, like prayer, differs from meditation and for a similar
reason – prayer seeks a specific result, while meditation is expansive and open to
myriad “results” including those which may be unexpected. For Sri Chinmoy, the
mantra that goes beyond limitations of particularity is AUM, or OM, “the mother
of mantras,” which, he says,
…is the soundless sound. It is the vibration of the Supreme. It is a single, indivisible,
ineffable sound. When we hear the soundless sound within, when we identify with it,
when we live within it, we can be freed from the fetters of ignorance and realize the
Supreme within and without.36
This soundless sound can be heard within one’s heart, where its source is
located. It attunes the practitioner to a plane of consciousness where cosmic
harmony is perceived.
AUM is God’s sound. Every second God is creating Himself anew inside
AUM. This sound He uses to create the world; this sound He uses to preserve
the world; this sound He uses to transform the world.37
First known in Vedic texts, AUM is not only prevalent in Hindu prayer, ritual, and
meditation, but is also found in Buddhism, Jainism, and Sikhism. Finnian McKean Moore
Gerety has traced the emergence of AUM over one thousand years from its occurrence in
different branches of the Veda to an “exalted position” as a pan-Vedic sacred syllable
which is “the sonic essence of the Vedas and the audible realization of their supreme theological principle (brahman)” marked by its “cosmogonic potency.”38 In our context here
of contemporary contemplative practice, it is important to note not only AUM’s salience
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in the Upaniṣads and the Bhagavad Gītā (8.13, 10.25, 17.24) but also its mention by
Patañjali in the Yoga Sūtra, as this text is studied worldwide by yoga practitioners and
explicitly recommends the repetition of AUM. It states: “Its [Iśvara’s] expression is
praṇava (oṃ). Repetition of it [results in] cultivation of its purpose. Thus, inwardconsciousness is attained and obstacles do not arise” (1.27–29).39 Christopher
Chapple comments,
One of the great feats of Indian philosophy is its penchant for pointing to the
unspeakable without naming it…Puruṣa is the silence prior to all sound. Īśvara,
referred to as the “pranava (oṃ),” is the closest of all approximations to puruṣa and
hence an appropriate object of meditation. Oṃ is a “saying” that is simultaneously
no-saying and all-saying, the closest sound to silence.40
In the modern period, eminent spiritual teachers have held up the importance of
AUM. In his conversations, Sri Ramakrishna often refers to AUM and says, “By
following the trail of Om you attain Brahman, of which the word is the symbol;”
for AUM as cosmogonic sound, he gives the illustration of the striking of a gong,
at the sound of which “Waves begin to rise, the Relative rises from the Absolute;
the causal, subtle and gross bodies appear out of the Great Cause; from Turiya
[the transcendent reality, or consciousness of it] emerge the states of deep sleep,
dream and waking.”41 Sri Aurobindo similarly describes AUM as,
the mantra or expressive sound symbol of the brahman in its four domains from the
turīya to the external or material plane (i.e., the outward looking, the inward or
subtle, and the superconscient causal – each letter A, U, M indicating one of these
three in ascending order and the whole bringing out the fourth state, turīya); used as
an initiating syllable pronounced as a benedictory prelude and sanction.42
Swami Vivekānanda also emphasizes its significance, not only in Raja Yoga, his commentary on Patañjali, but in Bhakti Yoga and elsewhere; in a lengthy 1897 talk on “The
Vedanta” he exhorts his listeners to know that “You are the Om; know the secret of this
Tattvamasi [You are That].”43 In sum, with this strong current of transmission from India
to the West, both an acquaintance with AUM’s meaning and adoption of its use as a mantra in meditation practice have now become widespread.44 For those concerned with yoga
as a spiritual discipline today, this ancient mantra has retained its power and applicability.

Aspiration and transcendence of the ego
The key to both prayer and meditation is aspiration.45 Aspiration is the longing for a
higher, deeper, and more fulfilling reality, imaged as a “cry,” a “hunger” or a “flame”
mounting within us. It is the principle of self-transcendence innate in all existence. Sri
Chinmoy holds that the Godhead Itself, Sat-Cit-Ānanda, is always going beyond Its
own Infinity, and throughout his writings calls God “the ever-transcending Beyond.”46
He says, “Brahman, the infinite Consciousness, is always in the process of transcending
the limitless expanse of the Beyond.”47 When the Supreme creates the universe, the
process of the One becoming the many is an expression of God’s own Aspiration, the
dynamism of self-transcendence inherent in the Divine Itself: “In the world of
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aspiration, God, who was at the very beginning one, wanted to become many. When
He wanted to become many, He sang the song of self-transcendence. By fulfilling Himself in the world of multiplicity, He offers us the dance of perfection.”48 Within each of
the numberless finite beings in the manifested world, there is unconscious or conscious
aspiration. In the evolutionary worldview mentioned earlier, aspiration is the driving
force of all evolution, progress and creativity. In yoga, conscious spiritual aspiration is
the “inner urge” that moves contemplative practice forward.
Whether through the yoga of knowledge of reality, the yoga of love and devotion, or
the yoga of selfless service to others – or some combination of these – to unite oneself
with the Supreme one must transform the ego, or sense of self. Sri Chinmoy explains,
There is a Self that is the transcendental Self – the silent Self. When we go deep
within, in our highest, most sublime meditation, we discover this Self…The self that
we use in our day-to-day life, in our earthly reality, is the self of the physical world,
of the mental and of the vital world. Each world has a kind of self.”49
Self-realization and God-realization are equivalent because God the One, when immanent in the many, is the individual soul: the ātman or jīva. The finite and illusory
selves of the physical, vital (emotions and life-energy) and mental existence must be set
aside if one is to perceive the transcendental Self. One of Sri Chinmoy’s songs, composed in both Bengali and English, gives a condensed expression of this: “Khudra āmire
hāraite habe brihat āmire labhite – I must lose the little ‘I’ to get the big ‘I.’ ”50 Because
the construction of the limited ego depends to a great extent on the physical mind, the
control of thought is indispensable in contemplative practice directed to realization. A
poem says: “The physical mind / Not only has the barrier / But also is the barrier itself. /
If you want to surmount the physical mind, / Then go to the beautiful garden / Of lovelight inside your heart.”51
The oneness of all existence cannot be seen intuitively or felt through love until the
mind’s maintenance of the illusion of separateness has been dismantled. On the path
that Sri Chinmoy teaches of love, devotion and surrender, the fastest and most effective
way to accomplish this is to enter into the heart and to remain in the consciousness of
the heart as much as possible. By “the heart” he means the heart center or chakra that
is part of the “subtle body” in many yoga traditions. The heart is where the soul
abides and possesses the qualities of light, joy, peace, and love naturally because of
its proximity to the soul. Further reflection on the ontology of the heart as the
boundary between the world and the transcendent is beyond the scope of this essay,
but let us note that the heart is a faculty of knowledge as well as the center of love,
affection, and compassion. Sri Chinmoy often refers to the heart as knowing through
“feeling” – a special kind of psychic emotion distinct from, and more subtle than,
the ordinary emotions of the unillumined vital. But he speaks as well of “the eye of
the heart” (an expression also found in Sufism) and says, for example, “To see the ultimate Truth / We must open / Our heart-eye,” and “The vision / Of the heart-eye /
Is unlimited.” 52 Therefore Sri Chinmoy offers an array of meditations intended to
focus consciousness on the heart, open the heart, and bring the heart’s qualities of
love, peace, and joy into the outer being, that is, into the mind, the vital, and the
body. One may imagine that one is a young child, playing spontaneously in a flower
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garden which is the heart. Or one may visualize a flower in one’s heart, then that one’s
heart is itself the flower, which is opening petal by petal, and then feel that one’s body and
the heart-flower have become co-extensive and that one’s entire body is permeated with
the fragrance of the flower. Additionally, one may visualize the sun rising within one’s
heart, or the vast sky within one’s heart,53 images as old as the Upaniṣads, which speak of
the soul as located in the heart (hṛd, hṛdaya) on numerous occasions.54
Contemplative practice attenuates the ego by reducing or removing its components
and the supports that energize it, correcting thoughts that reinforce the sense of a separate self divided from others, and instead constantly directing awareness to a larger
reality through increased love and devotion. It is here that traditional ascetic practices
of restraint have a role to play. If the mind surrenders to the heart – by no means easy
to bring about – and receives light and instruction from the soul through the heart,
then the emotions, vital energy, and the body can also receive illumination in the
course of time. Love may here be defined as the affective awareness or “feeling” of an
ontological oneness (oneness meaning unity-in-difference). Devotion intensifies and
sweetens love and impels it to action; surrender is an active volitional identification.
These three phases of love move towards a more and more complete consciousness of
oneness with the Divine that is already actual in being, but not yet known. In full
realization, love and knowledge converge.

Contemplation
In Sri Chinmoy’s terminology, the most advanced stage of contemplative practice is
called contemplation.55 Contemplation is done “when one is very advanced in the spiritual life…Contemplation is required before God-realisation, it cannot be ignored or
avoided,” but before the practice of contemplation both concentration and meditation
have to be perfected.56 Contemplation brings one to the verge of full realization and is
the mode of concrete union of being, beyond less complete experiences of identification. Sri Chinmoy says:
The Truth we have seen and felt in meditation, we grow into and become totally
one with in contemplation…Contemplation means our conscious oneness with the
infinite, eternal Absolute. Here the creator and the creation, the lover and the
beloved, the knower and the thing known, become one. One moment we are the
divine lover and God is the Supreme Beloved. The next moment we change roles.
In contemplation, we become one with the Creator and see the whole universe
inside us. At that time, when we look at our own existence we don’t see a human
being. We see something like a dynamo of peace, light and bliss.
In contemplation, the entire universe and farthest Goal we feel deep inside ourselves.
When we are contemplating, we feel that we are holding within ourselves the entire
universe with its infinite Light, Peace, Bliss and Truth. There is no thought, no form,
no idea; it is all one stream of consciousness. In our highest contemplation we feel
that we are nothing but Consciousness itself; we are one with the Absolute.57
In the foregoing passage it is mentioned three times that in contemplation we “see”
or “feel” the entire universe “inside” ourselves, and the description below of nirvikalpa
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samādhi says that in this state the whole universe is seen as a dot inside one’s “vast
heart.” Such yogic experiences of expanding into a vast divine consciousness correspond to certain major themes of panentheism: that the world is within God, that God
is more than the world, and that God is conscious. This is not surprising as it is recognized that Indian traditions, which generally acknowledge a possible relation of mystical
experience and philosophical construction, house a wealth of panentheistic views and
resonances. Especially relevant in this context is that Sri Chinmoy’s own spiritual
teacher, Sri Aurobindo, whose philosophy is yoga-based, is considered a panentheist by
a number of scholars.58
Even though contemplation is highly advanced, Sri Chinmoy has offered a visualization
that may give some idea of this experience: “Try to imagine a golden being, and feel that
he is infinitely more beautiful than the most beautiful child that you have ever seen on
earth. This being is your beloved Lord Supreme.” One then imagines the existence of oneself as the lover and the golden being as the Beloved on the top of a mountain in the
Himalayas or at the bottom of the Pacific Ocean, “whichever is easier…” Next, one is
instructed to feel one’s self as the Beloved Supreme and to imagine that the golden being
is the divine lover. “It is like a game of divine hide-and-seek. When you become the
Supreme Beloved, the divine lover seeks you, and when you become the divine lover, you
search for your Beloved Supreme.”59 Sri Chinmoy’s description of contemplation
resembles his account of certain states of samādhi, to which we now turn.

Samādhi and realization
There are a number of “minor samādhis” and the highest of these is savikalpa
samādhi, in which “the conception of time and space is altogether different…there
are thoughts and ideas coming from various angles, but they do not affect you.”60
There is a tremendous gap between this state and the higher stage of nirvikalpa
samādhi. In a remarkable passage in his book The Summits of God-Life: Samadhi
and Siddhi,61 Sri Chinmoy attempts to describe this experience, first emphasizing
that “the consciousness of nirvikalpa samādhi can never be adequately explained
or expressed. The revelation of the experience can never be like the original experience.”
After this admonition, he continues,
In nirvikalpa samādhi we have no mind. We see the Creator, the Creation and
the Observer as one Person. There the object of adoration and the person who
is adoring become totally one; the Lover and the Beloved become totally one.
We go beyond everything and at the same time we see that everything is real…
when we enter into nirvikalpa samādhi, the first thing we feel is that our heart
is larger than the universe itself…When we are in nirvikalpa samādhi, we see
the universe like a tiny dot inside our vast heart.”62
What does it mean that the whole universe is seen within one’s “vast heart”? It may
be said that the heart center or chakra, like other centers of the “subtle body” as
described in yoga traditions, links an individual to the macrocosmic dimension. We
have already seen that Sri Chinmoy gives great importance to the spiritual heart, which
can be developed to open the practitioner’s awareness to the cosmic and universal. He
compares this process to the growth of a seed into a tree, and says, “When we
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have developed the spiritual heart, at that time we come to realize our identity
with the Mother and Father of the universe.”63 He adds that in nirvikalpa samādhi
there is unimaginable Bliss and Power, emphasizing again that these cannot be
expressed in words.64 Although these pinnacle experiences are beyond verbal expression, Sri Chinmoy has composed many poems seeking to give some intimation
of them, such as The Absolute, quoted earlier, or this Bengali song:
Nāi, nāi, nāi, āmi ār nāi
Shudhu āchhe ek chhāyā
Sahāsā sonāli ālor jhalake
Seo je hārai kāya

No, no, no! I no longer exist.
What exists is only a fragile shadow.
And that, too, has lost its existence-life
In a golden lightening spark.65

The awakening of the kuṇḍalinī and the opening of the chakras may result in experiences like those just described, but no experience as such as is equivalent to realization.
There is an enormous difference between samādhi and full realization; one may enter
samādhi and then leave it and return to ordinary consciousness, while God-realization
is a lasting transformation. In contrast to samādhi, “In realisation, one’s whole consciousness has become inseparably and eternally one with God.”66
God-realization is not merely an experience, but a conscious and also permanent
oneness with the Supreme, who is and has always been our highest Self. “Self-awareness / And / Conscious oneness with God / Are not / Two different things,”67 Sri
Chinmoy says. The phrase “another God” occurs throughout his writings, and in one
poem he asks, “What is it like to be another God? / It is like attaining / Not only your
unattained self / But also your unattainable Self.”68 One’s entire being including the
mind, vital, and body receive this God-consciousness in an integral and irreversible illumination. In the process of yoga as described by Sri Chinmoy, concentration enables
us to lay aside whatever is an impediment, meditation enables us to “see,” “feel,” and
then expand and grow into the divine Reality, while contemplation enables us to
become that Reality in consciousness.
Beyond God-realization lie the further goals of revelation and manifestation.
“God-manifestation” – the ever-transcending transformation and divinization of the
world – is of central importance in Sri Chinmoy’s philosophy. It draws together all
aspects of his spiritual vision and ethical concerns, and here only a brief indication can be
given. Sri Chinmoy compares realization to touching a tree, and then climbing it and picking the fruit (something he did countless times in his childhood). If I possess the fruit, this
is realization. If I take it out and show it to others, this is revelation. To share the fruit
with others so that they eat it themselves and digest it is manifestation69. All the varied activities of human life can become ways of sharing the fruit with others and can be places
of contemplative practice. “Meditation in action is manifestation,” Sri Chinmoy says. “God
has to occupy one’s mind, and in this state of divine concentration,” one should serve the
world while seeing the Divine in all.70
The very purpose of creation, the divine Play or Līlā, is a cosmic progress in which
God’s qualities are increasingly assimilated and become more and more concretely
present in the world. Because this transformation is the ultimate goal of humans and
all life, dedication to the process of God-manifestation is an inseparable part of conscious aspiration and contemplative practice in the teachings of Sri Chinmoy.
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“Realisation is not / The end of the road,” Sri Chinmoy says. “It is only a challenge /
On the way to God’s / Perfect Manifestation on earth.”71

Conclusion
In conclusion, all of the contemplative practices described in this essay, from the most
basic to the most advanced, are to be done in the midst of life. Sri Chinmoy strongly
holds that meditation and prayer must not be separated from our outer experience.
This is because the goal of God-manifestation requires acceptance of the world, and
what is not accepted cannot be transformed. He declares, “We have to accept life and
then we have to transform it to make it a perfect instrument of God…if we do not
accept the world, we can never transform it. If something is imperfect, only by touching
it, making it part and parcel of our lives, can we make it perfect.”72 If we want to make
the world better, we have to live in the world. Moreover, seclusion or withdrawal do
not help us to progress towards realization – for that what is needed is aspiration,
self-offering, and love for God. To be sure, every practitioner does need to establish meditation in quietude and can then draw from its reserves of peace and light
while immersed in the day’s activities, but as she or he becomes more advanced
will develop the capacity to also meditate even while involved in action, and in
spite of all distractions and problems. We should not fear the world or reject it because of its darkness and ignorance, but be spiritual heroes as we aspire for our
own illumination and work for the common good, dedicating each action to God.
As Sri Chinmoy often says, we should “love God the Creator and serve God the
creation.”
A fully realized person is constantly united with the inner reality of truth and
light and is at all times conscious of it, yet this person too is engaged in striving
as he or she embraces the challenges of revelation and manifestation. At all stages,
contemplative practice builds a bridge between the inner and outer realities. Meditation is practiced not only in silence, but eventually also in sound. Its outer expression guides and empowers the seeker’s service to the world, without which
there can be no transformation. When the divine qualities of the inner life can be
manifested in the outer world, it will then be changed into a world of perfection
and fulfillment.
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